
True Greed©  - Rules 
True Greed© is a dice game that was invented by Mary Lee Kemper in 1992.  

The game is played with six standard dice and pencil and paper for scoring. It can be played by 2 to 6 people. Points are 

scored by rolling dice as indicated below. The game ends when one player scores 50 or more points.  

Play begins with each player rolling one die. The player with the highest score goes first and the player with the lowest 

score becomes “Danno” the scorekeeper. Play is clockwise.  

Each player’s turn consists of rolling all six dice, saving some, and possibly re-rolling the remaining dice. At any time, a 

player may stop rolling and say “book it, Danno” to record their score.  

Scoring: 

• A one  on a die counts one point.  • A five on a die counts 0.5 (one half) point 

• Three of a kind rolled together count the value of one die (but three 1’s count as three): 

    = 3    = 2 =3 =4 =5 =6 

• Rolling  in a single roll is a straight, which is worth 10 points. More on that later. 

• Rolling six of a kind in a single roll (e.g.,  ) is worth 50 points. The game ends and YOU WIN! 

More on Scoring: 
On each roll, you must set aside at least one  or one . If you cannot do this, you bust and do not score in that 

round. You must remove a one or a 5 even if you roll three of a kind (though three ’s or three ’s count). After you 

roll, if you did not bust you decide how many dice to set aside. You then either throw the remaining dice to try to score 

more points, or you “book” your score and play moves to the next player. In order to reduce your chances of busting, 

you may choose to not set aside some dice that would otherwise score. The score for these dice is lost. (e.g., if you roll 

  you may choose to keep only one of the ’s and roll the remaining five dice. If you roll  

you could set aside the three points , or keep only the  and roll the other five dice.) 

If all six of your dice score, you may pick up all six and continue rolling. The points scored are kept but will be lost if you 

bust.  

A Straight (on six dice) scores ten points. However, those ten points, and any points scored previously, if you just picked 

up all six dice after scoring, are locked-in even if you bust later in that roll. (e.g., a player rolls , picks up 

the two sixes and rolls  for a total of six points, scoring on all six dice. If the player then busts, those six points 

would be lost, but if the player rolls a straight (worth 10 points), they’d have 16 points, and could keep those points even 

if they then busted). 

Of a kind four or five of a kind score no more than three of a kind, unless the dice are 1’s or 5’s four 1’s is four points. 

Four 5’s is 5-½ points. Five 5’s is six points.  

The first time you score first time you score, you must book at least 3-½ points. After that, you may stop rolling and 

book your score at any time.  

First time players are called Virgins. Veteran players have the responsibility of giving honest advice to the Virgin about 

what he/she should keep or roll. Once a player has played one game, they are no longer a Virgin and all bets are off. 

Tournament play each round consists of two games. The winner of a game receives one tournament point for each 

person at the table, second place gets one less point than the winner, down to last place, who gets one point. The 

winner becomes the scorekeeper and the lowest score starts the second game. After two rounds, the highest 

tournament totals advance. 
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